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OECD Report
• What do we mean by “whole-of-government” approach for regulatory policy?

– A single entity in the government of Indonesia that is accountable for ensuring that laws and
regulations serve whole-of-government policy objectives.

– This includes responsibility for co-ordination and oversight of regulatory policy; a commitment
to assess the cost-benefit of new regulatory proposals and existing regulations; and the
effective implementation of the principles of transparency and public consultation in
regulatory decision–maker.

• The basis for “whole-of-government” approach can be found in Law 12/2011 on the Formulation of
Laws and Regulations, RPJMN, and MP3EI.
• These, however, focus on sectoral regulation rather than the regulatory management system.
• No formal guidelines for public consultation.
• Academic studies do not explicitly require a quantitative assessment of the economic impact

of regulations, nor are they integrated in discussion within the executive, in public
consultations or deliberations within the legislatures.

• Adopting a “whole-of-government” policy would enable the government to take into account the
dynamic interplay between the different institutions involved in the regulatory process and
overcome obstacles from the operation of functions in fragmentation.

• The key obstacle to effective co-ordination appears to be that there is no “whole-of-government”
approach for regulatory policy.

• The function should be taken up by the Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs.
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Why a “Whole-of-Government”
Approach to Regulatory Policy?

1. Horizontal and Vertical Mis-Coordination:
– Democracy and decentralisation have lead to the creation of own local

regulations.
– Democracy without law and order leads to anarchy.
– Decentralization unintended consequences are bottlenecks to Indonesian

development.
– We have 34 Ministers, 33 Provincial Governors reporting to the President

through the Minister of Domestic Affairs.
• Ministers do not talk each others.
• Coordinating Ministers do not talk to the Ministers within their coordinating structure.
• Multi-layered bureaucratic structure: Negotiators vs.  Implementers

– Development becomes a problem:
• If you have a project which is coordinated by one minister, the project moves smoothly.   But

if you have a project involving more than one Ministry, the project is more difficult to run
smoothly.

• The examples are irrigation projects by the ministry of public works that run smoothly, but
the Java 600-km  toll road project, since 15 years ago, is not yet completed (not even 100km).

• There is clearly inefficiency of the current system.
• We want Indonesia's high economic growth to produce social opportunities.
• Indonesia high economic growth, but how is well used for improving human development?
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2. Political Economy  Constraints in Regulatory Reform:
• Fragmented politics and constituents:

– Complex coalitional politics makes it difficult to bring reforms.
– Demand for regulatory changes takes place faster than the time consumed in

its preparation to become legal, especially that  some of the reforms, due to
democratic situation, have to go through to the Parliament, a very time
consuming process.

• Policy-making  process that is corrupted:
– Policy-making process is informed by fiction.
– Policy-making process is crafted by fairies in the absence of a consensus.
– Policy-making process is fee-based.

• Mistrust within the bureaucracy:
– There is an instinctive tendency that even if a policy-maker knows what

decision to take, he/she ends up not to take a decision at all if there is a lot of
finger-pointing and he/she will be asked a lot of questions.

• A grey area between political parties’ interests and national interests
– Policy–makers are becoming more associated with political parties
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3. Many issues are becoming cross-cutting:
– Many ministries work on one specific domain, but there

is an increasing interdependence among different
domains (beyond the coordinating ministerial structure).
• For example, an issue of climate change is also an issue of

poverty.  Among those who have the greatest stakes in climate
change are poor farmers who work in the agriculture sector.

• An issue of globalization or financial and trade liberalization is
also an issue of inequality, as well as labor and education.  Many
unskilled workers are “left out” from the global production
network, increasing within-country inequality.

– There is still not a clear line of work or channel and
division of labor between government agencies (both
central and local).
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Where Do We Start?
1. Should the institution that is going to be reformed be the one in charge of preparing the reform?

– “How do we reform the reformers?”
2. First and foremost, find a way to create demand for reforms and assure stakeholders that reform is long-

lasting.
– Stakeholders must know “why” they want the reforms, and not only “what” reforms they want or

“how” they implement reforms.
3. The power of ideas and knowledge:

– Keynes comes eloquently with the power of ideas and knowledge that shape the world much
more than vested interests.

– We give vested interests more weight but in the long run it all comes down to ideas.
– Having academics and professionals to bring new ideas and knowledge into policy-making is

commendable.
4. Small ideas can make a big difference:

– Uniform finding across “reformists” policy-makers.
– For example, one way to reduce food prices is to auction food in small lots rather than big lots to

reduce oligopoly and create more competition in the market.
– Incentive mechanism must be at work.  We do not want only good policies, but good policies that

work.
5. Start from reforming the small “institution” rather than the big “INSTITUTION”.

– There are many authorities to deal with, but a policy-maker can start within his/her own
jurisdiction

– Take an incremental reform: public consultation, RIA, academic studies, etc.
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